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Importance of the ocean
Global carbon budgets
The global land sink of carbon cannot be measured.
Ocean carbon sink provides a powerful constraint for
identifying the land carbon sink.
Food security and conservation
Monitoring the ocean sink also identifies regions and
ecosystems at risk.
Accurate estimates of CO2 absorption provide a powerful
constraint on carbon budgets and are needed to inform
policies to motivate societal shifts towards reducing carbon
emissions.
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Consolidated methods for temperature and
salinity handling within gas flux calculations
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Consolidated methods for temperature and
salinity handling within gas flux calculations
Quantified the thermal influences on calculation of air-sea gas fluxes:

Clarified a misconception

≠

Reduced accuracy
More accurate calculation
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Open source FluxEngine air-sea gas flux toolbox (Python)
https://github.com/oceanflux-ghg/FluxEngine
Toolbox developed for community use:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open source license and Python library.
Net flux tool with traceable land/ocean/basin templates.
User configurable calculation.
Extensively verified and version controlled.
Interactive tutorials, used in IOCCP training school.
So far used within 13 journal papers,

Example global mean daily flux output

Example analysis of in situ cruise data
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Holding, T., et al., (2019), The FluxEngine air-sea gas flux toolbox: simplified interface and extensions for in situ analyses and
multiple poorly soluble gases, Ocean Sciences.

Consolidated methods - Impact of mishandling
temperature for an in-situ
research cruise

Holding, T., et al., (2019), The FluxEngine air-sea gas flux toolbox:
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ESA OceanSatFlux – simultaneous in situ bulk and
eddy covariance measurements, including SST skin

Direct bulk fluxes versus indirect eddy covariance
Well used low accuracy calculation using SST at depth

High accuracy calculation using SSTskin at SST at depth

Ignoring temperature gradients
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Deppler and Davidson, 2017
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Global implications of consolidated methods for temperature
and salinity handling within gas flux calculations

Results
Oceanic sink is at least 0.37 to 0.44 PgC
larger than previously thought
(Shutler et al., 2019).
Global ocean sink value for 2010 is:
3 ± 0.6 PgC (Woolf et al., 2019).
Data: Holding
et al. (2019),
Pangaea.
Shutler, J. D., et al. (2019) Satellites will address critical science priorities for quantifying ocean carbon, Frontiers in Ecology and Environment.
doi: 10.1002/fee.2129
Woolf, D. K., et al. (2019) Key uncertainties in recent air-sea CO2 flux, Global Biogeochemical cycles, doi: 10.1029/2018GB006041

Global implications of consolidated methods for temperature
and salinity handling within gas flux calculations
•
•
•
•
•

Ocean sink is much larger than most ocean carbon models suggest.
The annual difference in ocean uptake can amount to ~10% of annual global fossil fuel emissions.
Result agrees well with an independent synthesis of interior ocean hydrography data.
Analysis supports the revision of land to ocean riverine flux to around 0.5 Pg C yr-1.
Work suggests that some revision of the global carbon budget is now required.
Revised analysis now accounts for the cool,
salty skin of the ocean (blue line)

Revised analysis agrees well with ocean
interior data (thick black and red lines), in
contrast to earlier analyses (dotted lines).

Watson, A., Schuster U., Shutler, J. D., et al., (2020) Revised estimates of ocean-atmosphere CO2 flux are consistent with ocean carbon inventory.
Nature Communications, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-18203-3

Conclusions
OceanSatFlux
Inter-comparison between direct and indirect air-sea CO2 flux measurement techniques to:
- evaluate the theory of the impact of vertical temperature gradients on air-sea CO2 exchange.
- advance uncertainty analyses within air-sea exchange studies (bulk and eddy covariance).
Using simultaneous SST skin measurements, underway and eddy covariance measurements.
The study:
- Confirmed that the consolidated theory appears correct.
- Found the largest impact within oceanic boundaries where SST vertical profiles are more variable (eg
due to mixing and productivity).
Accurate SST measurements and their depth are essential for accurately measuring air-sea CO2 fluxes.
Ignoring vertical temperature gradients results in a systematic underestimate of the oceanic CO2 sink.
Global implications for the ocean carbon sink, land to ocean riverine sink, quantifying the land carbon
sink, global carbon and thus advice for reducing emissions.

Exeter PI for fluxes, Ian Ashton, i.g.c.ashton@exeter.ac.uk; presented by Jamie Shutler, j.d.shutler@exeter.ac.uk

Example 3: Revised estimates of ocean-atmosphere CO2 flux are
consistent with ocean carbon inventory
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ocean sink is much larger than most ocean carbon models suggest.
This difference in ocean uptake amounts to about 10 per cent of global fossil fuel emissions.
Result agrees well with an independent synthesis of interior ocean hydrography data.
Analysis supports the revision of land to ocean riverine flux of 0.5 Pg C yr-1.
Work suggests that some revision of the global carbon budget is now required.
Analysis used climate quality satellite Earth observation and in situ data in synergy.
Revised analysis now accounts for the cool,
salty skin of the ocean (blue line)

Revised analysis agrees well with ocean
interior data (thick black and red lines), in
contrast to earlier analyses (dotted lines).

Watson, A., Schuster U., Shutler, J. D., et al., (2020) Revised estimates of ocean-atmosphere CO2 flux are consistent with ocean carbon inventory.
Nature Communications, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-18203-3

But satellite
observations
offer much more!

Simplified view of interactions,
exchange and circulation of CO2
within the ocean, identifying
where satellite Earth observation
is likely to play a leading role in
expanding understanding and
capability.
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